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We have worked with over 350 Fortune 500 brands, partnering with the world’s 
top media agencies, ad exchanges, and marketing technology companies

MEDIA AGENCIESBRANDS AD EXCHANGES MAR-TECH
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“To achieve success, and measure ROAS (return on ad spend), we need to work together to 
close the gap between channels; and data will be the connective tissue. At Addictive, we 

believe this data comes from the mobile device. This is the heart of your Omnichannel, and 
our team is dedicated to making your first, second, and third party data actionable.”  

- Naveed Ahmad, CEO Addictive MobilityVISION

Mobile is the heart of your Omnichannel
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What can we do for you?
Our end-to-end Mobile Ad-Tech and Mobile Mad-Tech solutions are designed to help marketers understand mobile data to 

plan, execute, and optimize programmatic advertising campaigns. From targeting, to creative development, to media buying - 
we know what works for your objectives; and we have the technology to execute it. Full-Service and Self-Service options.

Agency trade desk integrations can be facilitated.

We are here to devise a mobile strategy that will accomplish 
your advertising objectives with a clear ROI. 

1) Choose between our Targeting solutions:
     i. Geo Connect: Targeting based on location
    ii. Audience Connect: Targeting based on behaviour or 
demographic (age, gender)

2) Choose between our Creative solutions: What ad format 
and creative are best fit to accomplish your objectives? Do 
you need to A/B test?

3) Measure: Impressions, CTR, Engagement, Attribution

This solution includes everything Ad-Tech but takes things 
one step further. Mad-Tech is the confluence of advertising 
technology (e.g., DSP) and marketing technology (e.g., CRM 
systems). This is valuable in 3 ways:

1) Qualified first party audience segments (device IDs) can 
be imported into our platform for targeting. Data can be 
imported from CRM systems such as IBM Marketing Cloud 
and Adobe Audience Manager.

2) Match and enrich audience data.

3) Securely transfer data back into brand CRM system.
 

Mobile Ad-Tech Solutions Mobile Mad-Tech Solutions
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Our Tech Stack
We have mastered the art and science of targeting, creative development, and media buying.

Targeting with Constellation®
Data Management Platform

KEY FEATURES

Analyze user journeys with GPS coordinates 
(purest form of location data)

Build custom audience pools for brands 
by analyzing: mWeb browsing behaviour, 
location tracking, ad engagement, in-app 
behaviour

Predictive modelling algorithms identify age 
and gender for over 16M users 

Largest reach in Canada – Over 27M 
uniques

Media Buying with EngageFront® 
Demand Side Platform

KEY FEATURES

In depth analytics and real-time reporting 
for campaign and budget optimization

Custom Point-Of-Interest targeting to 
precisely focus on audiences that matter

Easy to use UI to save time and resources

PMP deals

Integration with third party DMPs (IBM, 
Adobe)

Creative Development with 
Creative Labs®

KEY FEATURES

Over 14 years of combined expertise in 
mobile-first creative development

Moment creatives to reach audiences 
in contextually relevant environments 
(leverages API data and device ID data)

Custom creative development & strategy 
according to client KPI

First-to-market creative opportunities and 
brand engaging units (games, panorama, 
vertical video, VR, + more)
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27M DEVICE REACH

50M DEVICE REACH

200M DEVICE REACH

Reaching audiences around the world

CANADA

USA

MIDDLE EAST
5,000+ Campaigns Delivered  | 175,000+ Points of Interest  |  PMP Capable
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Creative Ad Formats

RICH MEDIA
FORMATS

VIDEO 
FORMATS

BANNER

1.

5.

2.

6.

3.

7.

4.

8.

STANDARD VIDEO

EXPANDABLE

WRAPPED VIDEO

INTERSTITIAL 

VERTICAL VIDEO

BIG BOX

VIDEO COMPANION

320px x 50px - Mobile
728px x 90px - Tablet

320px x 480px - Mobile
768px x 1024px - Tablet

320px x 480px - Mobile
728px x 1024px - Tablet

320px x 480px - Mobile
728px x 1024px - Tablet

Below 15 Seconds:
320px x 480px - Mobile
768px x 1024px - Tablet

Below 15 Seconds:
320px x 480px - Mobile
768px x 1024px - Tablet

Creative Capabilities include:

- API driven creative

- Weather driven creative

- Location driven creative

- Gamification

- Virtual reality

- Form fill

- Drive to store

- Image galleries

- Video

- Social sharing

- “Shake your device to...”

+ More

300px x 250px

Shown on Video Complete
320px x 480px - Mobile
728px x 1024px - Tablet

There is a time and a place for every shape, and every size. To see our creative capabilities, visit
locationserve.com/showcase on your desktop, mobile, or tablet device.
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Brand safety is our priority

Internal Verification

External Verification

There is no denying the programmatic advertising industry faces challenges when it comes to fraud, 
viewability, and transparency. At Addictive, we do everything we can to ensure our data is clean.

Proprietary algorithms filter out bots and unwanted traffic

GPS coordinates contain six decimal points to ensure precision and accuracy

Ability to blacklist apps

Real-time reporting and analytics available 24/7
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We are always looking to partner

We believe that collaboration is the key to success and we pride ourselves in building 
strategic partnerships. For inquiries, please contact info@addictivemobility.com.

Contactaddictivemobility.com | @AddictiveAdTech


